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Abstract - The expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is
popular in estimating the parameters of the statistical models.
In this paper, we consider application of the EM algorithm to
Maximum Likelihood estimation. A Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) formulation is used and EM algorithm is applied to
estimate the parameters of the HMM which, in turn, are used
to estimate received amplitudes of the users. The proposed
method is compared with that of [8] and is found to be supe-
rior.
Keywords - Maximum Likelihood, expectation maximiza-
tion, CDMA, hidden variable, HMM

I. INTRODUCTION

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is one of the most
common multiple access techniques for wireless communica-
tion systems. In CDMA, all users in the channel transmit si-
multaneously, using quasi-orthogonal spreading codes to re-
duce inter-user interference. In recent years, many iterative
algorithms have been proposed, Talwar, et al [6] proposed
iterative least square with enumeration (ILSE) which solves
the problem by estimating the channel by short training se-
quence or from previous estimates and find the data sequence
over all possible data in the Finite Alphabet (FA). They also
proposed iterative least square with projection (ILSP) which
also initially estimates the channel with the same method as
for ILSE and treats the problem as continuous optimization
problem and projects the results onto closest discrete alpha-
bet. In [7], a constrained Maximum Likelihood problem was
considered with the data vector to lie with in hyper cube and
called it as Box constrained ML. Similarly, they also proposed
problem of maximizing likelihood function over sphere i.e.
confine the solution vector to lie within the sphere and project
the solution vector on the sphere. In this paper we consider
the problem of estimating the received amplitudes of the users
knowing only their spreading codes.

The HMM [1,5] is a stochastic model of the process that
exhibits features that changes over time and is a finite set of
states, each of which is associated with a (generally multi-
dimensional) probability distribution. Transitions among the
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states are governed by the set of probabilities called transi-
tion probabilities. In a particular state, an outcome or obser-
vation can be generated, according to the associated proba-
bility distribution. It is the outcome, not the state visible to
the external observer and therefore states are ”hidden” hence
the name Hidden Markov Model. Direct maximization of the
likelihood function for HMM is difficult task [5] and therefore
we use expectation maximization algorithm to update the pa-
rameters of HMM iteratively. At each iteration the likelihood
function is increased and converges to the stationary point, it
is important to select initial values close to the global max-
imum. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The
signal model for the problem is described in section 2. Sec-
tion 3 is devoted to describe HMM and the development of
the EM based algorithm to estimate its parameters. In section
4 simulations are discussed and in section 5 conclusions are
drawn.

II. SIGNAL MODEL

We consider a K user synchronous CDMA system with
processing gain P. After chip matched filtering and chip rate
sampling, we can model the output of such system (in a single
data symbol interval) as P-dimensional vector � , given by [4]

����������
	�� (1)

where �� is ���� matrix whose columns are K users’ mor-
malized spreading sequences.
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� �%$�&('*),+ � ��-.����������� �  0/ , k users’ received amplitudes,� �1� � � ������������� �  "�2 contains the symbols transmitted by the
users.

�
is P-dimensional white gaussian noise vector with

variance 3 � . We assume that users’ symbols are independent
i.e. 4 � �65��67 "��98 if : �<; and 0 if :�=�>8 . We can rewrite
equation (1) as �?�A@ �B	C� (3)

where @D� ���� is ��E� dimensional matrix.
Given model of equation (3) our goal is to estimate C i.e.

Amplitudes and
�

(users symbol) from multiple independent
observation of � .



III. DEVELOPMENT OF EM ALGORITHM FOR HMM

We formulate our problem as HMM in which the received
signal is a function of Markov chain and then find ML solu-
tion to estimate its parameters. Direct ML estimation is com-
putationally demanding. Fortunately, EM algorithm provides
computationally efficient solution to the resulting optimiza-
tion problem.We consider BPSK case, in which the transmit-
ted data takes on two possible values

� 8 . The received data
sequence in the presence of noise can be characterized as a
stochastic process (function of Markov chain) that has an un-
derlying Markovian finite-state structure. A Markov chain is
capable of being in finite number of states which for our case
is � ���  , where K is the number of users. The current state
of the system is denoted by ��� . The probability of transition
from a state at current (discrete) time � to any other state at
time � 	 8 depends on the current state, and not on any prior
states. The state transition probabilities '��
	 � are given by

' ��	 � �  + ����
� ��� � �� � & -6����� � � & ��-�������� /
�  + � ���
� ��� � � � � & / (4)

In our case, all the state transition have the same probability
and is given by

' �
	 � �  + ����
� ��� � �� � & / � 8
� (5)

It is common to express state transition probabilities as ma-
trix A with elements ' ��	 � , 8�� & -���� � where ' �
	 ����� and������ � ' ��	 � � 8 for each & . The initial state is chosen accord-
ing to probability� � �  + �� 0� 8./ -.����������������� �  + �� �� � / " 2 � � � � -.������- � � " 2 - (6)

where
� � �� , for 8�� &!� � as all users symbols have the

same probability.
In each state at time � , �"� , an output is selected according to

the density # +%$&� � ����� �� � & / � #(' � + ��/ and is given by Gaus-
sian distribution. The triple ) �>++* - � - #,' / defines HMM.
Let the elements of HMM be parametrized by - . Given ob-
servation ��� � � -.������� � 2 , the ML estimate of - is given by

;/. + - /#��0214365 '�798 # + � � -������������ � 2 � * + - / - � + - / - # ' + - / / (7)

This is complicated maximization problem. The EM algo-
rithm [1,2,5], however, provides the power necessary to com-
pute without difficulty. In the following lines we will de-
scribe EM algorithm. EM algorithm is an iterative approach
to Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), originally for-
malized in ( Demster, Laird and Rubin ). Each iteration is
composed of two steps: an expectation (E) step and a max-
imization (M) step. The aim is to maximize the loglikeli-
hood ; + -�:<; / � ;�=!)?>0+ -�:@; / , where - are parameters of the
model and D are the data. Suppose that this optimization
problem would be simplified by the knowledge of the addi-
tional variable A , known as missing or hidden data. The set

;CB � ;EDFA is refered to as the complete data set (in the
same context D is refered to as incomplete data set). Corre-
spondingly, the loglikelihood function ; B + -�:<; B / is refered to
as complete data likelihood. A is chosen such that the func-
tion ; B + -�:<; B / would be easily maximized if A were known.
However, since A is not obsevable, ; B is a random variable
and cannot be maximized directly. Thus, the EM algorithm
relies on integrating over the distribution of A , with the aux-
iliary function G + - -IH- / � 4KJ � ; B + -�:<;CB � ; -LH- " , which is the ex-
pected value of the complete data likelihood, given the ob-
served data D and the parameter H- computed at the previous
iteration. Intuitively, computing G corresponds to filling the
missing data using the knowledge of the observed data and
previous parameters. The auxiliary function is deterministic
and can be maximized. An EM algorithm iterates the follow-
ing two steps, for k=1,2,...., until local or global maximum of
the likelihood is found.

Expectation: Compute

G + -�:@-NM 5(O /B� 4KJ � ; B + -�:<;PB � ; - -NM 5(O " (8)

Maximization: Update the parameters as

-NM 5 �
� O �A'�Q!),RTS<U"V G + -�:@-NM 5(O / - (9)

In some cases, it is difficult to analytically maximizeG + -�:<- M 5(O / , as required by the M-step of the above algorithm,
and we are only able to compute a new value - M 5 �
� O that pro-
duces an increase of Q at each iteration. In this case we have
so called generalized EM (GEM) algorithm.

We interpret data � as incomplete data which is part of
complete data vector 7 � + � - �./ . The pdf of the complete
data can be written as

# +�7B� - /#� # + � - ��� - /0� # + � � � - - / # + ��� - / (10)

where # + ��� - / is given by

# +(� � - /#� � '  �+ - / 2W� � � ' '4X%Y�Z 	 '[X + - / (11)

The pdf of the observation, conditioned upon unobserved
states, factors in the following way [5]

# +(� � ��- - /0� 2W� � � # + � � � � � - - / (12)

where # +(� � � � � - - / is given by Gaussian distribution with mean\ '4X � @ � '4X . The expectation step of the EM algorithm is
given by

G^]_- � - M 5(O
` � 4Fa ;�=!) ]"# +(� -6� � - /2bbb � - - M
5(Oc`&d

(13)

Since the expectation is conditioned upon observation, the
only random component comes from state variable. The E-
step can thus be written, after some algebra and using Bayes’



rule, as

G^]"- � -NM 5(O ` � 8
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The maximization step which gives updated value of the
parameters is given by:

For means:

\ M 5 �
� O' �
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Similarly we can formulate update equations for initial
state probability and transition probabilities by maximizing
(14) with their proper constraints [5]. Fortunately, in our case
initial state probability and transition probabilities are con-
stant and are given by � �  and � �  respectively. The con-
vergence of the EM algorithm to a solution and the number of
iterations depends on the tolerance, the initial parameters, the
data set, etc.

After convergence of the algorithm H is estimated, using
(15), as H@D� � � \ ' � 2 ' ] � � � ' � 2 ' ` �
� (16)

The users’ signal amplitudes is given byH� � + �� 2 �� / �
� �� 2 H@ (17)

IV. SIMULATIONS

In the following simulations we study the estimation er-
ror of the proposed algorithm for estimating received ampli-
tudes of the users. The proposed algorithm was used for two,
three and eight users. In all simulations the users signal am-
plitudes are set to be one. In figure 1, we compare the per-
formance of the algorithm for two and three users. In figure
2, the we compare the performance of the proposed algorithm
with that of gaussian mixture method [8]. The method has
been tested across a range of -5 to 30 dB signal to noise ra-
tio (SNR) points. Due to very little variation in the result, 20
Monte Carlo trials are performed for each SNR point. Data
block of 32 symbols are used in each simulation. The spread-
ing gain is kept fixed, 32 in simulations. The method out-
performed Gaussian mixture method [8] for all SNR points.
Figure 3 shows the result for eight users with amplitudes set
to one and and we also show in the same figure the perfor-
mance when one of the user (user of interest) having half the

received amplitude with respect to other 7 users. In all simu-
lations the users’ amplitudes are averaged for each SNR point.
The users symbols can be detected by employing method of
least squares or by choosing the maximum of the posteriori
probabilities of the hidden states.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
formulation to blindly demodulate the users data and estimate
users’ amplitudes. We propose the Expectation maximization
(EM) based algorithm to estimate the parameters of HMM.
Simulations results shows superiority of our method to the
Gaussian miture method and almost attains Cramer-Rao (CR)
lower bound.
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Fig. 1. Amplitude estimation error.
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Fig. 2. Amplitude estimation error.
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